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(R2) 13:55 KELSO, 2m 7f 96y 

Timeform Chase (Novices' Limited Handicap) (Class 3) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 333-212 TANARPINO 236 BF 
ch g Tobougg - Got Tune

8 11 - 8p Sean Quinlan
J Candlish

130

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and yellow check, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Made all in 4-runner novice chase at Hexham (24.2f) last summer and ran
well under a penalty at Perth next time. Back from 7 months off and in the 4-miler at
Cheltenham. Might need this.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

2 431-P31 BLUE FLIGHT (FR) 26 
b g Blue Bresil - Lover Flight

6 11 - 6 Callum Bewley
N A Twiston-Davies

128

Jockey Colours: Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star
Timeform says: Improved again when winning 19f Ascot amateurs handicap chase last
month, leading between last 2 in race run at ridiculously-strong gallop. There is more to come
from him back over this sort of trip.  (Forecast 2.62)

Notes: 

3 2212-51 MY OLD GOLD (IRE) 41 
b m Gold Well - Tenbo

9 11 - 5 B S Hughes
N G Richards

127

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves, striped cap
Timeform says: A latecomer to racing but bettered her winning hurdles form when taking
similar event at Wetherby (3m) on chase debut with a bit in hand under this rider. Up just 4 lb
and sure to go well again.  (Forecast 2.50)

Notes: 

4 3/321-
PU

PETIVILLE (FR) 17 D 
gr g Montmartre - Aegle

7 10 - 9 C O'Farrell
Richard Hobson

117

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, light blue cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful winner over hurdles (though seemingly hard to train), in the
process of running poorly when departing on chasing debut at Ludlow recently. Not on a bad
mark if putting it all together.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: MY OLD GOLD is beginning to make up for lost time and created a good
impression when winning on her first go chasing at Wetherby last month. She's likely still ahead of her
mark and can strike again. Blue Flight will be suited by this step back up in trip and is the danger.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MY OLD GOLD (3) 
2: BLUE FLIGHT (2) 
3: PETIVILLE (4)
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